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ABSTRACT
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) Optical Simulation Testbed (JOST) is a hardware simulator for
wavefront sensing and control designed to produce JWST-like images. A model of the JWST three mirror anas-
tigmat is realized with three lenses in the form of a Cooke triplet, which provides JWST-like optical quality
over a field equivalent to a NIRCam module. An Iris AO hexagonally segmented mirror stands in for the JWST
primary. This setup successfully produces images extremely similar to expected JWST in-flight point spread
functions (PSFs), and NIRCam images from cryotesting, in terms of the PSF morphology and sampling relative
to the diffraction limit. The segmentation of the primary mirror into subapertures introduces complexity into
wavefront sensing and control (WFS&C) of large space based telescopes like JWST. JOST provides a platform
for independent analysis of WFS&C scenarios for both commissioning and maintenance activities on such ob-
servatories. We present an update of the current status of the testbed including both single field and wide-field
alignment results. We assess the optical quality of JOST over a wide field of view to inform the future imple-
mentation of different wavefront sensing algorithms including the currently implemented Linearized Algorithm
for Phase Diversity (LAPD). JOST complements other work at the Makidon Laboratory at the Space Telescope
Science Institute, including the High-contrast imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT) testbed, that
investigates coronagraphy for segmented aperture telescopes. Beyond JWST we intend to use JOST for WFS&C
studies for future large segmented space telescopes such as LUVOIR.
Keywords: Segmented telescope, cophasing, exoplanet, high-contrast imaging, error budget, wavefront sensing
and control
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1. INTRODUCTION
For large segmented telescopes, there is the need to actively control the telescope in order to achieve the opti-
mum alignment and optical quality, bringing the primary from millimeter misalignments to fine alignments of
nanometers. While controlled optics have become common on ground based telescopes, this technique will be
extended to space for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). While its predecessor, the Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST), consisted of a mostly passive design with the exception of a variable defocus of the primary mirror,
JWST will have 132 degrees of freedom between the primary and the secondary mirror. These will be initially
aligned during the commissioning activities of the telescope, then maintained by periodic wavefront sensing and
control (WFS&C) activities during its lifetime of at least five to ten years in order to maintain superb image
quality.1–3 The procedures for WFS&C on the JWST have been thoroughly tested in simulation and experiment4
on the Testbed Telescope (TBT) at Ball Aerospace,5,6 a 1:6 scale model of the telescope that is equipped with
the same degrees of freedom as the original, as well as the Integrated Telescope Model (ITM) software.7 Most
recently, WFS&C methods have been demonstrated on the integrated flight hardware.8,9 However, during the
decade-plus development of JWST, WFS&C algorithms have continued to develop, and new advanced algorithms
are worth investigating to expand the toolkit for alignment and maintenance of JWST.
The JWST Optical Simulation Testbed (JOST) at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) provides
a platform to test such algorithms for segmented mirror control, evaluating them for possible applications on
JWST as well as on future space missions with active primary segmentation like the Large UV/Optical/IR
Surveyor (LUVOIR).10,11 It is a simplified tabletop model of the JWST, as opposed to a high-fidelity scaled
model like the TBT, but it is a close enough physical representation to model the key optical aspects. It is a
supplement to existing verification and validation activities for independent cross-checks and novel experiments,
not a part of the missions critical path development process. In addition to exploring phase retrieval methods
and implementing linear wavefront control over a wide field of view, JOST is used to develop staff expertise for
commissioning and operations, conveniently being co-located at STScI with the Science & Operations Center
(S&OC) that will support commissioning and be responsible for operations of the JWST.
JOST is a three lens anastigmat, a refractive analogue to JWST’s three mirror anastigmat. An aperture
stop defines the system’s pupil while the segmentation is provided by the planar segmented deformable mirror,
whose segments can be controlled in piston, tip and tilt. The secondary lens (L2) that stands in as surrogate
for JWST’s secondary mirror is motorized in tip and tilt, and x, y and z translation. JOST has in total 59
motorized degrees of freedom, which are the most relevant ones for WFS&C maintenance activities. The setup
design meets the requirement of an image quality of a minimum wavefront error of 40 nm rms at a wavelength
of 638 nm over a field equivalent to one NIRCam module, and our latest measurements confirm that we meet
this requirement, as we detect a minimum wavefront error rms of 15 nm.
This paper presents the optical characterization of JOST’s full field of view after the successful fine alignment
of L2 and DM, done previously. Our group presented a general overview of JOST in Perrin et al.12 (hereafter
paper I). Its detailed optical design and several trade studies were presented in Choquet et al.13 (hereafter
paper II). The experimental implementation of the WFS&C on the testbed is described in Egron et al. 201614
(hereafter paper III). The experimental results regarding the linear control of L2 are described in ICSO 2016
proceeding Egron et al.15 (hereafter Egron ICSO) and the alignment of the segmented deformable mirror is
presented in Egron et al. 201716 (hereafter paper IV). Before moving on to the implementation of WFS&C
algorithms beyond the linearized algorithm for phase diversity (LAPD), we perform wide-field wavefront sensing
on JOST. In section 2 we give an overview of the testbed and its recent changes in hardware and software. In
section 3 we describe the wide-field wavefront sensing and present its results, and finally we summarize and
conclude our findings in section 4.
2. TESTBED DESCRIPTION
An extensive description of the JOST optical design can be found in paper I12 and paper II.13 The updated
current layout can be seen in Fig. 1. The main components of JOST are a fiber launch, steering mirror for
wide-field exploration, a JWST-like pupil mask, a telescope simulator made of three custom lenses, a segmented
deformable mirror (DM) and a camera on a translation stage, to be able to provide focus-diverse images.
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Figure 1. JOST testbed layout. An off-axis parabola (OAP, not pictured) and a fold mirror put the laser beam launched
from an optical fiber onto a steering mirror that is controlled in x and y by a stepper motor. This mirror illuminates
the JWST-like pupil mask which directs the beam into the telescope simulator. The three lenses L1, L2 and L3 form a
Cooke Triplet, a refractive analogue to the reflective three-mirror anastigmat (TMA) of the JWST. L2 acts as a surrogate
for the JWST secondary mirror and is independently controllable by motors in tip and tilt, and x, y and z translation.
Another fold mirror positions the beam on a subset of 18 segments of the Iris AO segmented deformable mirror, where
all the segments can be independently controlled in piston, tip and tilt. A pupil imaging lens is attached to a flip-mount
which allows for a fast change between pupil and focal plane imaging mode. The camera is mounted on a translation
stage of 100 mm travel, which enables us to take phase-diverse data sets. The testbed can accommodate either a CMOS
(shown here) for faster acquisition and smaller field of view, and a CCD providing the same field of view as a a NIRCam
module, and identical sampling.
2.1 Key hardware components
The segmentation of the testbed, including gaps of the same size ratio like on JWST, is provided by an Iris-AO
segmented deformable mirror. The entire mirror has 37 independently controllable segments in piston, tip and
tilt. A conjugated pupil mask with a hexagonal central obscuration and spiders defines the area of 18 segments
that ultimately form the pupil. The DM can be controlled either by a GUI that is provided by the company, or
by directly using the application programming interface (API) written in the C programming language, which
we can call from within a Python wrapper. For best performance of the testbed, we need to have a baseline
flat map of the DM, which is the configuration of the segments that gives the best optical quality of our data.
The DM calibration provided by the vendor was for the DM oriented in the horizontal plane, facing upwards,
while we use it standing upright in a mount facing horizontally, which makes all the segments sag forward and
introduce large local tilts. A first flat map was created by using the GUI and checking the results directly with
a Fizeau interferometer, in 2016. While this flat map showed a major improvement over the factory-defined
flat position of the DM, we were able to do an even more accurate calibration in late 2017 by adjusting each
segment individually instead of using only global modes. The improvements led to an overall surface flatness of
10 nm rms over the entire pupil of 18 segments, creating a PSF with 39 nm rms wavefront error. The calibration
maps and the PSFs we observe when the according flat map is put on the DM can be seen in Fig. 2. This flat
configuration can be improved further by running closed-loop iterations of LAPD on it, with the segment piston,
tip and tilt being the controlled modes of this WFS&C experiment. Fig. 3 shows how the overall wavefront error
rms value drops from 40 nm to 16 nm after six iterations.
The telescope simulator consists of three custom made lenses that form a Cooke triplet, a refractive analogue
Factory	flat	map First	custom	flat	map Second	custom	flat	map
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Figure 2. Comparison of different flat maps for the segmented DM. Top row: Interferometer measurements of the DM
surface with different flat map implementations in the Iris AO GUI and the resulting surface flatness rms. The red
hexagon in the two left pictures denotes the JOST subaperture, while the third picture shows the JOST subaperture only.
Grey hexagons indicate the position of dead segments in the engineering-grade device used on JOST. Bottom row: The
corresponding PSFs to each flat map and their wavefront error rms. Left column: Vendor-provided flat map where all
values for piston, tip and tilt in the mirror GUI are zero. The DM was initially calibrated in the horizontal plane, lying
down flat, while we use it standing upright in a mount, which makes all the segments sag forward and introduce a large
local tilt. This leads to a PSF that shows many individial sub-PSFs, as the segments are not stacked properly. Middle:
First custom flat map from 2016. The segments have been calibrated with masks that ignore the interfaces between
the individual segments and only with global Zernike mode adjustments. The PSF is stacked, but still shows residual
aberrations in the overall PSF structure. Right: Second and current custom flat map from late 2017. Instead of global
modes, individual adjustments of piston, tip and tilt have been made on each segment. Further, the mask to define the
JOST pupil also includes the discontinuities in the segment gaps, giving a better estimate of the final performance.
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Figure 3. Closed loop LAPD WFS&C experiment with the DM segment controls as control modes. Left: rms wavefront
error vs. iteration number, right: PSF at each iteration step. Iteration 1 is the initial configuration of the testbed, with
each consecutive iteration of LAPD wavefront sensing and linear control of the DM providing a better overall quality of
the system. The rms wavefront error drops to 16 nm after only six iterations.
to the JWST three mirror anastigmat, providing good optical quality over a wide field of view. During the
alignment process of JOST, the third lens (L3) was added to the setup in reverse.14 The main effect of this is to
reduce the size of the well-corrected field of view, but since it does not change the general alignment physics, and
for convenience of use (fast readout, shorter exposure times, low noise) we have switched to a CMOS camera,
whose smaller field of view matches the performance of the current system well, we have decided to keep this
configuration for now, until all wide-field infrastructure is finalized. Both cameras can be readily interchanged.
In order to be able to provide focus-diverse images which are needed for phase retrieval, the camera is mounted
on a translation stage which provides a movement range of 100 mm in the z-direction (optical axis). The initial
setup of JOST was using a CCD camera. However, the closed-loop experiments for wavefront sensing algorithms
require 20 to 100 images be taken during each loop, and with the exposure times of one to ten seconds of the
CCD camera the readout overheads would take a disproportionally long time compared to the wavefront sensing
computations. We replaced the CCD with a ZWO monochrome CMOS camera that operates with exposure
times between 0.5 and 500 ms, thus making the process of image acquisition considerably faster. The pixel size
of the new camera is almost a third of the old size, 3.7 microns versus 9 microns, but a 2x2 pixel binning in the
data reduction process leaves us with an effective pixel size of 7.4 microns, which means that our focused PSFs
are still sampled with a factor slightly over 2, albeit not at the exact same sampling as NIRCam, but this has
no impact on algorithm development, and both camera setups remain available.
The before-mentioned piston, tip and tilt controls of the segmented DM over all 18 segments total 54 degrees
of freedom on the DM. The secondary surrogate lens L2 can be remotely controlled with a stepper motor in tip
and tilt, and x, y and z translation, yielding a total of 59 motorized degrees of freedom on JOST that are used
in the linear control model.14 While JWST has a total of 132 degrees of freedom, the ones JOST misses are
clocking, radius of curvature adjustment, and x and y translation of each individual segment, all of which are
control modes whose major adjustments will happen during the initial six month commissioning process after
launch. The degrees of freedom which are the same between JOST and JWST on the other hand are those with
the largest optical influence functions during wavefront maintenance activities.
There is a steering mirror, movable in tip and tilt, positioned right before the JOST pupil mask. With this
motorized mirror we have the possibility of directing the laser beam to off-axis positions on the detector and
exploring field-dependent aberrations.
2.2 Software upgrades
Between October 2017 and April 2018, effort was put into restructuring the JOST software components. The
first and crucial step was to migrate all prototype software to a version control system, to allow for a smoother
and safer way of collaboration. Furthermore, all code involved in JOST data acquisition, data reduction and
hardware control have been translated to and extended in Python∗.
JOST is co-located with the High-contrast imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes17 (HiCAT) and the
two testbeds are taking advantage of each other’s developments. The HiCAT experiment control software was
recently rearchitectured as a modern, clean Python package by a professional software engineer. Each instrument
and hardware component has an interface that is easily accessible by simply installing the HiCAT package and
importing it. Each hardware interface follows a simple object-oriented paradigm where the parent is an abstract
class (e.g. ”Camera”), which defines specific methods and implements a context manager. Context managers
are important for hardware control because they will gracefully close the hardware even if the program crashes
unexpectedly. The child classes implement the abstract methods such as open(), close(), takeExposure() with
code for the specific camera. This keeps the scripts generic and means changing cameras will have little to no
impact on the code. A thorough description of the HiCAT software infrastructure is given by Moriarty in these
proceedings.18
We installed and started using the HiCAT package on JOST. Since JOST uses the same type of hardware
like HiCAT (same laser source and motor controllers, same camera type but different model), we only needed to
update the configuration file of the package and were able to use the code as is. The modular structure of the code
allows for very fast and clean generation of new scripts and implementation of new experiments. These changes
are intended to push for best practices in astronomy coding, and incidentally move away from more traditional
programming languages used in astronomy like IDL and Mathematica, providing a concise environment for the
work done. This arrangement will facilitate JOST’s role in providing a flexible multipurpose laboratory testbed
for the testing and validation of independent phase retrieval techniques.
2.3 Previous wavefront sensing and control activities
In paper III, the authors describe the alignment of the three lenses of JOST with a phase diversity algorithm
provided by the Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA) in France, and a linear optical
control model. At that point, JOST did not yet include the segmented deformable mirror. Their results show a
symmetric degradation of the wavefront when moving away from the optical axis. In the following paper IV,16
a linearized algorithm for phase diversity (LAPD)19 was used for the cophasing of the newly inserted segmented
DM with the aligned testbed. In this algorithm, the pupil is made out of 18 hexagonal subapertures that simulate
the effective JOST pupil consisting of the pupil mask and the DM segmentation, while the previous algorithm
used for the lens alignment was working with a circular pupil without any obscuration. LAPD allowed for the
alignment of the 18 mirror segments in piston, tip and tilt on each segment individually, and having both the
mirror and the lenses aligned left the total wavefront error of JOST with an rms of under 40 nm.
Paper IV completed the full automation of the JOST testbed with regards to hardware control, data acqui-
sition and reduction, wavefront sensing with an arbitrary phase retrieval algorithm and wavefront control with
a linear coupling model. While the WFS&C in paper III was implemented on a wide field of view, covering a
range of (1◦, -1◦), the WFS&C after the addition of the segmented mirror was performed only on-axis.
3. WIDE-FIELD WAVEFRONT SENSING WITH A SEGMENTED DEFORMABLE
MIRROR
3.1 Goals of wide-field WFS demonstration
The new goal is to expand the testbed capabilities to operation on a wide field for all degrees of freedom of
JOST, which means we want to implement a wide-field approach to WFS&C on both the degrees of freedom of
the DM (18 segments times 3 modes) and the motorized L2 variations (x, y and z translation plus tip and tilt).
To achieve this we are seeking a validation of the L2 alignment with a hexagonally segmented pupil (as opposed
∗https://www.python.org
to the round pupil in paper III) and a closed loop WFS&C performance on an extended field of view with the
DM. In this paper we present the results of wide-field wavefront sensing with LAPD and a characterization of
the JOST field of view now that the DM is in place.
Since our camera changed from a CCD to a CMOS camera, our field has shrunk to 0.6◦ x 0.9◦, but we
extended our characterization beyond that by translating the camera radially away from the optical axis. With
the motorized steering mirror in place it is easy to find the optical axis at any time and it enables us to iteratively
explore a wide field of view.
3.2 Data acquisition and reduction
To be able to run any kind of phase retrieval, we need to make an in-focus image and at least one defocused
image of the testbed configuration we are interested in. On JOST, the defocus diverse data is acquired by moving
the camera on a translation stage; we move the camera by 93 mm to introduce a defocus of 4 waves (23.88 rad).
The nominal field of view of the camera is 0.6◦ x 0.9◦, so in order to get images out to 1.0◦, we move the camera
to different lateral offsets. A one-time shift is not enough though: the further away we move from the optical
axis, the bigger the offset on the camera between the focused and defocused images will be, so the range of field
points we can cover with one camera offset gets smaller with every step further outward. With five offsets, we
cover a lateral distance from -0.3◦ to 1.02◦ and at one offset position, we move the steering mirror to 20 different
distances from the optical axis and obtain 20 focused and defocused images each, as well as background images
for both camera positions, thus probing the field in 100 different positions.
An automated Python script processes the images through the standard steps of stacking, background sub-
traction, centering, 2x2 binning (leaving us with 512 x 512 pixel images), bad pixel correction and normalization.
The result are one focused and one defocused image that are consequently used by the wavefront sensing code
to determine the wavefront aberrations at all points in the field of view. We obtain the overall wavefront er-
ror rms values through LAPD, which also creates wavefront maps which we then decompose with the Python
package POPPY20 into individual Zernike modes from defocus (Z4; we follow the Noll convention21 for Zernike
numbering) to primary spherical (Z11).
3.3 Wavefront sensing results
In a first step, we inspected the point-spread functions (PSFs) and wavefront maps obtained by the data acqui-
sition and LAPD wavefront sensing. In order to clearly see an aberrated PSF, one has to go to a field point well
beyond 0.5◦. The rightmost PSF frame in Fig. 4 shows the distorted PSF at 1.0◦, and in this image, astigmatism
is very clearly seen. The wavefront maps show the wide-field aberrations a bit earlier, e.g. at 0.5◦. The center
right wavefront image in Fig. 4, at a distance of 0.5◦, is starting to show a global tendency of the dark and
bright wedges typical for astigmatism. This global wavefront patterns becomes more distinct when looking at
the far right wavefront map in Fig. 4, at a field point of 1.0◦.
In Fig. 5, we can see how the overall wavefront error changes as a function of distance from the optical axis
of the testbed. The wavefront error is relatively uniformly scattered around 40 nm rms until a radial distance
of 0.4◦ and it starts to rise significantly beyond 0.5◦. This confirms that the JOST anastigmat has good optical
quality in a field of view with a diameter of 1◦. There are some discontinuities appearing in the data around
0.4◦, 0.66◦ and 0.85◦, which indicate the interface between two datasets that have been taken before and after
a lateral detector shift as described in Sec. 3.2.
Using the wavefront maps generated by LAPD, we decomposed each individual wavefront at each field point
into the 11 first Zernike modes of the Noll convention. The three modes contributing the strongest to the
overall wavefront error have been found to be Z4, Z6 and Z11 - defocus, 0◦ astigmatism and 3rd order spherical
aberration. They are shown as a function of field position in Fig. 6, with an average rms error of 7 nm rms
for defocus, 13 nm for astigmatism and 0 nm for spherical in the inner region of the field of view until 0.5◦.
Defocus reaches 45 nm rms at 1.0◦, while the astigmatism reaches 20 nm and spherical reaches 18 at the same
field distance. The results reflect the overall wavefront error distribution from Fig. 5: the graphs are flat out
to a distance of 0.4◦, beyond which they continuously rise beyond 100 nm rms after 1.0◦. The linear nature of
the aberration modes confirm the linear dependence of the Zernike terms for a given field of observation as a
function of the misalignment of L2, as it was demonstrated in paper II. While the big contributions of defocus
Figure 4. Point spread functions (PSFs) and wavefront maps of four different points in lateral translation from the optical
axis. The wavefront quality is very uniform out to a distance of 0.5◦, the PSFs look very much alike. While the wavefront
maps of the PSF at -0.2◦ and 0.0◦ look very similar, the map of the PSF at 0.5◦ is starting to show global aberrations, as
inferred by the darker areas in the top right and bottom left parts of the pupil. The PSF at 1.0◦ away from the optical
axis is very clearly aberrated, showing very strong astigmatism, which is also confirmed in the Zernike decomposition of
the wavefront maps in Fig. 5. The according wavefront map also distinctly shows astigmatism and defocus.
and astigmatism repeat the results from paper II and paper III (where the wavefront analysis was done without
the segmented mirror in the system), the spherical aberration was not expected to be this dominant. It is not
clear at this point what causes it, especially since we would expect to see more significant coma in the off-axis
PSF positions instead.
3.4 Comparison to previous results without the segmented deformable mirror
In paper II, figures 8, 9 and 10 show the design-predicted Zernike coefficients as a function of the field angle.
Comparing our results to those, we can confirm the field-dependent rise of defocus and astigmatism. While
paper II does show an increasing amount of spherical aberration in the wide field, it is not as dominant as the
astigmatism while our results show the two to contribute equivalently to the wavefront error. In addition, we do
not see coma showing up in our analysis, while we would expect to see some the further outwards we move.
Paper III has shown similar results in its figures 2 (experiment) and 4 (simulation), although the simulations
have shown only significant defocus and astigmatism appearing in the off-axis wavefronts, and no other modes.
In that experiment, there was no coma detected except in one of the corner PSFs, consistent with our non-
detection in this work. The authors hypothesized that it was introduced by a flawed behavior of the L2 motors,
since it showed up in only one of the four corners. This makes us confident that our detections of defocus
and astigmatism in the present paper are real; however we are not able to tell at this point why the spherical
aberration is so strong.
These findings support the further development of JOST into a multipurpose testbed that provides the
possibility to implement different wavefront sensing and control techniques. With further work in the upcoming
months, we will be able to provide new wide-field evaluations through the implementation of new WFS&C
algorithms, like the JWST baseline Hybrid Diversity Algorithm (HDA), Geometric Phase Retrieval (GPR),
Optimized Phase Retrieval Algorithm (OPERA) and Estimation of Large Amplitude Subaperture Tip-tilt by
Image Correlation (ELASTIC).
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Figure 5. Total wavefront error rms of radially translated PSFs on JOST, as retrieved by LAPD, taking into account
the shape and segmentation of the JOST pupil. The wavefront error is relatively uniformly scattered around 40 nm rms
all the way out to 0.4◦, with a significant rise after 0.5◦, from where on it continuously grows to over 100 nm rms at 1.0◦
away from the optical axis. The discontinuities in the data at 0.4◦ and 0.85◦ are the limits between two data sets that are
separated by a shift of the camera, as described in Sec. 3.2. Since the optical properties of the testbed will be radially
symmetric around the optical axis, this shows that JOST has very good optical quality in a wide field of 1◦ x 1◦, centered
on the optical axis of the system. Note that our baseline wavefront error rms here is 40 nm, while we demonstrated in
Fig. 3 that we can align the testbed to about 15 nm rms. While in Fig. 3 we demonstrate that we have the ability to go
down to 15 nm, we did not change the baseline alignment of the testbed to match our best alignment state of 15 nm rms
in this current wide-field characterization.
Figure 6. Decomposition of the wavefront error of radially translated PSFs on JOST into individual Zernike modes.
We probed the wavefront from piston (Z1) to spherical aberration (Z11) and are showing here the three most influential
modes, defocus, 0◦ astigmatism and spherical aberration. The discontinuities in the data at 0.4◦, 0.65◦ and 0.85◦ are the
limits between two data sets that are separated by a shift of the camera, as described in Sec. 3.2. As is the total wavefront
error rms (see Fig. 5), the Zernikes remain flat throughout the PSFs until 0.4◦ off the optical axis. Beyond that, their
contribution to the total wavefront error grow continuously throughout all the data. From paper II and III we would
expect a lot of defocus, astigmatism and coma, but not as much spherical aberration. We are currently investigating
where this is coming from.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
JOST is a hardware simulator designed to test and validate wavefront sensing and control algorithms on seg-
mented apertures like that of the JWST. In these proceedings, we presented the hardware and software updates
performed on JOST since late 2017 and showed the characterization of the JOST wide-field with LAPD wavefront
sensing.
One of the main hardware updates is the implementation of a new CMOS camera that allows for a faster
image acquisition, but it reduced the overall field of view to about a quarter of the initial area. The second major
hardware update is the new calibration flat map of the segmented deformable mirror, which was achieved by
tweaking each individual segment in the pupil in piston, tip and tilt, until an overall surface error of 10 nm rms
was achieved and integrated as the new baseline flat map on JOST. On the software side, we migrated JOST to
common Python tools in the Makidon Optics Laboratory. We put all code on version control, translated control
and analysis scripts from Mathematica and IDL to Python, and make use of the HiCAT Python package for
hardware control. The updated testbed is now a modular setup for wavefront sensing and control experiments.
We presented wavefront sensing results with the currently implemented LAPD wavefront sensing algorithm,
going one step further in the validation of the wide-field optics since the implementation of the DM. We showed
the overall wavefront error on field points ranging from -0.3◦ to 1.0◦ and presented the contributions from different
Zernike modes. The total wavefront error rms rises from a nominal 40 nm until a field point of 0.4◦, where it
starts to increase continuously, to over 100 nm at 1.0◦. The three main Zernike contributors to the wavefront
error are Z4, Z5 and Z11, which are defocus, astigmatism and spherical aberration. While the defocus and
astigmatism were expected from the analysis in paper II13 and III,14 the spherical aberration has not occurred
this strongly before and our upcoming work will investigate the cause of it. We expect further results of the
JOST wide-field characterization by incorporating the Zemax interface within the JOST code to run simulations
of the setup.
Now that the infrastructure is in place, with the L2 alignment and the Iris AO alignment done individually
and a wide field evaluation and validation of the wavefront sensing, we can proceed to investigate wide-field
control solutions and comparison of multiple phase retrieval techniques, namely the Hybrid Diversity Algorithm
(HDA), Geometric Phase Retrieval (GPR), Optimized Phase Retrieval Algorithm (OPERA) and Estimation of
Large Amplitude Subaperture Tip-tilt by Image Correlation (ELASTIC).
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